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Techno Security's Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics: A Comprehensive HandbookSyngress Publishing, 2007

	Complete coverage of e-discovery, a growth market, from the people that run the TechnoForensics annual tradeshow.

	

	This book provides IT security professionals with the information (hardware, software, and procedural requirements) needed to create, manage and sustain a digital forensics lab and investigative team that can...
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I. M. Wright's "Hard Code": A Decade of Hard-Won Lessons from Microsoft (Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2011

	
		Get the brutal truth about coding, testing, and project management—from a Microsoft insider who tells it like it is. I. M. Wright's deliberately provocative column "Hard Code" has been sparking debate amongst thousands of engineers at Microsoft for years. And now (despite our better instincts), we're making...
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Photoshop Compositing Secrets: Unlocking the Key to Perfect Selections and Amazing Photoshop Effects for Totally Realistic CompositesPeachpit Press, 2011

	 


	Photoshop compositing has really blown up over the last few years. You see composites everywhere

	from magazine ads and covers, to movie posters, to athletic portraits, to, well, just about

	any kind of portrait. It really is everywhere. Clients and customers are very aware of Photoshop

	now and...
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PCs: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Your vacuum comes with one. Even your blender comes with one. But your PC--something that costs a whole lot more and is likely to be used daily and for tasks of far greater importance and complexity--doesn't come with a printed manual. Thankfully, that's not a problem any longer: PCs: The Missing...
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The Superhero BookVisible Ink Press, 2004

	
		Modern mythology leaps into the popular culture from the pages of comic books and now propels the astounding growth of the graphic novel. Aimed at the genesis, The Superhero Book is the ultimate A-to-Z compendium of everyone’s favorite overachievers in the pitched battle between good and evil. With 300 entries examining more...
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VMware vSphere PowerCLI Reference: Automating vSphere AdministrationSybex, 2011

	The book is, of course, primarily targeted at administrators of vSphere environments who want to automate tasks. But the subjects that we discuss in the book cover so many aspects of the management of a VMware vSphere environment that everyone who comes into contact with a VMware vSphere environment will be able to pick up something...
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Mastering Bitcoin: Unlocking Digital CryptocurrenciesO'Reilly, 2014

	Mastering Bitcoin is essential reading for everyone interested in learning about bitcoin basics, the technical operation of bitcoin, or if you're building the next great bitcoin killer app or business. From using a bitcoin wallet to buy a cup of coffee, to running a bitcoin marketplace with hundreds of thousands of transactions, or...
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Reputation, Stock Price, and You: Why the Market Rewards Some Companies and Punishes OthersApress, 2012

	“All of our working lives we have heard the mantra, ‘a reputation lost is never regained.’ Still, the firms we work for, admire and invest in seem to take costly reputation hits all too often. Everyone interested in managing, regulating or investing in public firms will find Nir Kossovsky’s book a wonderful read...
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Building Python Real-Time Applications with StormPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn to process massive real-time data streams using Storm and Pythonâ€•no Java required!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use Apache Storm and the Python Petrel library to build distributed applications that process large streams of data
	
		Explore sample applications in real-time and analyze...
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Yogurt Every Day: Healthy and Delicious Recipes for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner and DessertRandom House, 2017

	Hailed as a superfood and loved for its cool, tangy taste, yogurt's popularity continues to grow. Yogurt Every Day feeds this frenzy for yogurt, serving up 75 delicious recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks and dessert, including how to make your own yogurt at home.

	

	

	After years of...
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Light It, Shoot It, Retouch It: Learn Step by Step How to Go from Empty Studio to Finished Image (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2011

	FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, YOU’LL LEARN ALL THREE ASPECTS OF WHAT IT TAKES TO CREATE STUNNING PORTRAITS

	(HINT: IT’S NOT JUST THE LIGHTING)


	Scott Kelby, the world’s #1 best-selling author of photography books, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher of Photoshop User...
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Big Data in Practice: How 45 Successful Companies Used Big Data Analytics to Deliver Extraordinary ResultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	The best-selling author of Big Data is back, this time with a unique and in-depth insight into how specific companies use big data.


	Big data is on the tip of everyone's tongue. Everyone understands its power and importance, but many fail to grasp the actionable steps and resources required to utilise it effectively. This...
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